As Eight martinis is primarily published to promoted active remote viewing then accompanying
remote viewing samples, sessions and sketches would be appreciated where possible to
compliment the textual content.

Text:
Microsoft Word or plain (rich) text document.
Links to websites need to be indicated like so: [link:www.website.com] and if possible use a colour to
indicate its a link. This is because for the printed magazine we will show and highlight the link and in
the interactive .pdf this link can be clicked on. This will make them easier for me to identify at the
design stage.
Articles‐ 1,500 ‐ 5000 words maximum.
If you have what you feel is a comprehensive subject then we can arrange for it to cover a number of
issues ‐ just talk to me ☺.
Please spell check and read your content before supplying. I will send you an approval copy of your
article in place and designed for final amends ‐ but be aware I’m doing this single handed and am not
the best editor and am in design mode so I do not fully read the articles as I create their placements.

Images
if you have them, they need to be enclosed separately if possible in a 150dpi resolution ‐ if not we
will endeavour to do the best with what is supplied but they may appear slightly fuzzy in the printed
version of the magazine.
•
•
•

150 dpi minimum ‐ best @ 300dpi
RGB colour value
jpg, gif, tiff, psd are best

Please supply or indicate if and where you would like your imagery to be placed’
This can be done in Microsoft Word or other text editing programs by pasting the image in place to
indicate like so:
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(but please also supply ALL images separately as images are hard to get out of Microsoft Word and
into our magazine editing program).
Or re‐naming each supplied image; I.e [image1] and placing [image 1 here] like so in your copy to
indicate your idea placement.
If not then I will just place imagery where I feel it will best fit the article content and design.

Bios:
Please supply a bio (up to 200 words)
Include any links to website and material you want people to follow and see about you.
Also include an image of yourself to accompany the bio.

Please email your article and images either straight in the email or if large in a zipped file.
Daz.smith@gmail.com or Darryl@nethed.com
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